



Optimum Quantization of Control Signals in 
Minimum-Time Control Processes 
Hideo KOBA Y ASHI 
This paper is concerned with the problem of the optimum quantization of control signals 
in the minimum-time control of the multistage deterministic and discnite processes. 
For the purpose of minimizing the controlling time needful to bring the values of the 
st且tevariables of the plant to within the allowable error of the given reference value， being 
given that the initial state variables of the plant are distributed with the gaussian probability 
density founction and the reference value of the system takes different values， we obtained 
the results of computation using the method of dynamic programming from the foundation 
of the definition of optimum quantization. 
Some figures 且represented which compare the curves of the minimum-time and the 
timeresponse in case of using the optimum quantized signal with those of the other case and 
visualize the effect of the optimum quantization for minimizing the exp巴ctedvalue of the 
controlling time. 
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関数Nは許容誤差、/β を用い関数f;(j=1， 2，…，N， 
N+1，…〉から求める ζとができるので，最適量子化信
















て a=-l， 又は -0.1， d=l， T=0.5，量子化数 L=2
として制御変数 mE{l，C" 0， -C" -1}β=0.0001， Xo
の領域rは 1から +1までの値， interval 0.01をと
噌 Xn'
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イ_ Fig-3及び Fig-6の最適信号レベル C，を与え
る曲線は一見して規則性が極めて少ないようにみえる.
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この Minimum-NControl K直接関係する問題， β
をパラメータにとり Minimum-Nの N=l， 2，・ーと
した場合の Controllableな領域及び各制御信号の聞の
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